Features

- New 2 line display
- V.P.A.M. - The formula can be entered in the same sequence as it would be written
- 10+2 digit display
- 252 built in functions, including bivariate statistics, engineering symbols, permutations and combinations, and trigonometric functions
- Fraction key & complex numbers
- Converts between mixed & improper numbers
- Binary, octal, hexadecimal calculation, conversions, logical operations
- Hard plastic rounded keys
- Integrated hard case

Price:
$59.95 (65104)
The new and upgraded fx-82AU PLUS scientific calculator includes a new 'Random Integer' function, an improved fraction input method, plus all the features and operations of the existing fx-82AU.

Features

- Random Integer Functions
- Multiple intuitive ways to enter fractions
- List-Based data entry for statistics
- Natural textbook display
- Combinations and permutations
- Approved surd and trig calculations
- Coordinate conversion
- AbExponential regression
- Multireply
- Large, easy-to-read 10 + 2 digits dual line display
- Protective hard case

Price:
$39.95 (65013)
The EL-738C computes all time-value-of-money calculations. In addition, it is able to perform interest rate conversions, amortization calculations, and non-uniform cash flow calculations. This financial calculator is ideal for business students and professionals.

Features

- Large Display
- 2 Line, 10 Digit Display
- 1 line equation and 1 line numeric LCD Display
- All time value of money calculations
- Amortization
- Non-Uniform Cash Flow and Interest Rate conversion
- 2 Variable Statistics with Linear regression
- Cost Sell margin and mark-up calculations
- Sign Chang, Percent and Square Root
- Protective Wallet
- Solutions Manual and Batteries Inc.

Price :
$105.95
CITIZEN SR-135N Basic Scientific Calculator

Scientific calculator with 8+2 digit LCD display and many extra functions.

Features:

- 8 + 2 Digit LCD display
- 128 integrated functions
- Trigonometric function
- Complex numbers
- Battery power

Price:
$19.95 (65109)
CITIZEN CDC-80 Electronic Calculator

Features:
- 8 Digit LCD
- Angled
- 3 digit comma separator
- Single Memory
- Tax Functions
- percentage
- Square root
- Battery or Solar

Price:
$17.95 (65106)
SHARP EL-531 WH Scientific Calculator

- 272 Features
- X 'button
- 2 additional memory (no memory formula)
- Penta-number system
- RANDOM advanced features such as random dice and random currency
- Adaptation of memory to display (MDF)
- Calling the last input and response
- Work with four basic arithmetic
- Percentage
- Delete the last entered point
- Sign choice
- Work with PI
- Root functions calculations
- Working with logarithms
- Calculations with faculties
- Random number generator
- Fractions
- Conversion of fractions to decimal
- Coordinate conversions in polar to rectangular
- Conversions from decimal to sexagesimal minute, second
- Use angle measurements Deg, degrees, wheel, and the conversion Deg-> Rad-> grade
- Number systems: Bin, Dec, Oct, Hex, Pen
- Logical operations
- Equations: Constant calculations; Chain calculations; CA function ;Simple-repeat function
- Statistical calculations:
  - Standard deviations; Summation , Mean Linear-regression,-1/2-Variable

Price
$32.95 (65152)
CASIO FC-100V Financial Calculator

- Simple interest calculation
- Compound interest calculation
- Investment appraisal (Cash flow)
- Amortization Conversion between nominal interest rate and effective interest rate
- Day calculation
- Cost/Sell/Margin Statistics

Price

$99.95 (65026)
CASIO FX-9860g AU PLUS Graphic Calculator

The NEW Fx-9860G AU PLUS has many new helpful requested features, including:

- Exact value output and natural display of surds
- Natural display input and output in Graph, Solver & Main application
- Pre-loaded GEOMETRY application
- BACKLIGHT
- Greatly enhanced random number list generation
- Larger, crisper LCD display
- 64k RAM/1500 KB Flash Memory
- Lightning fast CPU
- Key strokes based on CFX 9850GB Plus
- Free software from the web that emulates FX 9860G AU on your PC
- USB connectivity to PC for program and data transfer
- Each calculator has USB connectivity to OHP panel
- Programs for CFX 9850GB Plus are compatible with the FX 9860G AU
- TVM (financial mathematics) function
- E-CON2, FX 9860G AU and EA 200 form a powerful data collection and analysis package
- Software Developer Kit (SDK) making possible custom built learning tools
- Free USB Cable

$ 269.95 (56169)